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I. Introduction 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is William Dunkel. My business address is 8625 Farmington Cemetery Road, 3 

Pleasant Plains, Illinois 62677. 4 

Q. What is your present occupation? 5 

A. I am a consultant providing services in utility regulatory proceedings. I am the principal 6 

of William Dunkel and Associates, which was established in 1980. Since that time, I have 7 

regularly provided expert consulting services in utility regulatory proceedings throughout 8 

the country. I have participated in over 250 state regulatory proceedings before over one-9 

half of the state commissions in the United States. I have participated in utility regulatory 10 

proceedings for over 30 years. 11 

I provide, or in the past have provided, services in utility regulatory proceedings to the 12 

following clients: 13 

The Public Utility Regulatory Commission or the Staffs in the States of:  14 
Arkansas    Maryland  15 
Arizona    Mississippi  16 
Delaware    Missouri  17 
D.C.     New Mexico 18 
Georgia        Virginia  19 
Guam       Washington  20 
Illinois     U.S. Virgin Islands  21 
Kansas      22 

  23 
 The Office of the Public Advocate, or its equivalent, in the States of: 24 

Alaska     Maryland 25 
California    Michigan 26 
Colorado     Missouri  27 
District of Columbia    New Jersey  28 
Georgia     New Mexico  29 
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Hawaii     Ohio  30 
Illinois     Pennsylvania  31 
Indiana     Utah  32 
Iowa      Washington  33 
Maine 34 

 35 
The Department of Administration in the States of: 36 

 37 
Illinois      South Dakota 38 
Minnesota      Wisconsin 39 

 40 

Q. Have you previously participated in proceedings in Utah? 41 

A. Yes.  I have participated in several prior proceedings in Utah. The prior Utah cases in 42 

which I have participated are: 43 

U.S. West Communications (Mountain Bell Telephone Company) 44 
 General rate case   Docket No. 84-049-01 45 
         General rate case   Docket No. 88-049-07 46 
         800 Services case   Docket No. 90-049-05 47 
         General rate case/    Docket No. 90-049-06/90-    48 
  incentive regulation                     049-03 49 
 General rate case   Docket No. 92-049-07 50 
 General rate case   Docket No. 95-049-05 51 
 General rate case   Docket No. 97-049-08 52 
 Qwest Price Flexibility-Residence Docket No. 01-2383-01 53 
 Qwest Price Flexibility-Business Docket No. 02-049-82 54 
 Qwest Price Flexibility-Residence Docket No. 03-049-49 55 
 Qwest Price Flexibility-Business Docket No. 03-049-50 56 
Carbon/Emery  57 
 General rate case/USF eligibility Docket No. 05-2302-01 58 

 59 

Q. Please briefly describe your experience pertaining to the electric utility industry.  60 

A. I have worked in the electric engineering section of the Illinois Commerce Commission 61 

(“ICC”). The ICC regulates utilities in Illinois. I have also been a design engineer for a 62 
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company that manufactured equipment for the electric utility industry. I was granted 63 

Patent No. 3822440 entitled a Solid State Pulse Initiator. This Initiator was used by 64 

electric utility companies for certain electric energy metering purposes. I have been 65 

addressing electric utility depreciation for over 30 years. 66 

Q. Are you a member of any depreciation professional organization? 67 

A. Yes. I am a senior member in good standing of the Society of Depreciation Professionals. 68 

I made a presentation pertaining to Current Depreciation Issues in State Rate Case 69 

Proceedings at the Society of Depreciation Professionals 25th Annual Meeting held 70 

September 2011 in Atlanta, GA. 71 

Q. Did you prepare an Appendix that describes your qualifications? 72 

A. Yes.  My qualifications are shown on Appendix A. 73 

Q. What type of client does your firm most frequently serve? 74 

A. Nationwide my firm participates on behalf of the Commission Staffs or State Utility 75 

Regulatory Commissions in the majority of our cases. In the past five years 65% of my 76 

firm’s cases have been on behalf of the Commission Staffs or State Utility Regulatory 77 

Commissions. In the past five years 51% of my personal cases have been on behalf of the 78 

Commission Staffs or State Utility Regulatory Commissions. As a frequent Staff witness, 79 

I understand that proper depreciation rates are fair to all parties, including investors, 80 

current ratepayers and future ratepayers. I have incorporated this proper concept into my 81 

recommendations in this proceeding. 82 
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Q. On whose behalf are you testifying? 83 

A. I am testifying on behalf of the Utah Division of Public Utilities (“Division” or “DPU”). 84 

Q. What is the purpose of this testimony? 85 

A. The purpose of this testimony is to determine the appropriate utility regulatory 86 

depreciation rates pertaining to PacifiCorp d/b/a Rocky Mountain Power (“PacifiCorp” or 87 

“RMP” or “Company”).1  88 

I recommend the Division depreciation rates shown on DPU Exhibit 2.19 DIR and as 89 

summarized on DPU Exhibit 2.1 DIR.2 90 

II. Summary 91 

Q.  What change in depreciation rates in Utah does PacifiCorp propose? 92 

A.  The PacifiCorp Depreciation Study (Exhibit RMP___(JJS-2)), presented by Mr. Spanos, 93 

includes one set of depreciation rates calculated using the known data as of 12/31/2011 94 

and a second set of projected depreciation rates calculated using projected 12/31/2013 95 

data. 96 

                                                 
1 I followed the depreciation requirements as contained in the FERC Uniform Systems of Accounts (USOA).  In 
addition the “Public Utility Depreciation Practices” published by NARUC in 1996 contains detailed practices for 
calculating utility regulatory depreciation rates under USOA. 
2 The PacifiCorp 2013 Depreciation Study includes all Production, Transmission and General Plant expenses on a 
Total Company basis. Allocators (approximately 42% for Utah according to Mr. Lay) must be applied. The General 
Plant expenses are shown by State, but that cost does not apply to just that State (Utah is allocated approximately 
42% of all General Plant costs). Distribution is the only category in which the expense shown for a State, applies to 
just that State. At this time parties other than PacifiCorp have not filed testimony this case. I reserve the right to 
review the testimony of other parties when filed, and consider any evidence provided. If I have not addressed an 
issue in this testimony that does not imply that I necessarily support the PacifiCorp position. At this time I have not 
seen the other parties’ positions or evidence. 
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PacifiCorp proposes an increase in the annual depreciation expense over current 97 

depreciation rates of $70,463,058 in the Utah jurisdiction ($160,813,194 on a total 98 

company basis) based on projected 12/31/2013 data.3  99 

Unfortunately PacifiCorp did not specifically state the amount of its proposed increase 100 

over current depreciation rates in the Utah jurisdiction based on the actual 12/31/2011 101 

data.  102 

Q. Please compare the DPU proposed depreciation rates to the PacifiCorp proposed 103 

depreciation rates. 104 

A.  Below is a table which summarize the DPU recommended depreciation rates and annual 105 

accrual amounts compared to the set of depreciation rates that RMP proposed based on 106 

12/31/2011 data:  107 

                                                 
3 Page 3, Exhibit RMP___(HEL-1). 
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 Table 1 108 
COMPARISON OF RMP AND DPU PROPOSED DEPRECIATION RATES AND ACCRUALS 

RESERVE VARIANCE AMORTIZATION CALCULATED 
USING 5-YEAR FOR STEAM PRODUCTION, 7-YEAR FOR HYDRAULIC PRODUCTION, AND 15-YEAR FOR ALL OTHER ACCOUNTS 

           
Allocated 

    
RMP Proposed- 

 
DPU Proposed- 

 
to Utah; 

    
Total Company 

 
Total Company 

 
DPU 

  
Plant 

      
Difference 

 
Difference 

  
Balance 

 
Accrual Annual 

 
Accrual Annual from RMP 

 
from RMP 

Description   at 12/31/11   Rate Accrual   Rate Accrual Proposed 
 

Proposed 

            Production Plant 
           Steam Production 
 

6,310,917,128  
 

3.68% 231,957,419  
 

3.01% 189,658,725  (42,298,694) 
 

(17,766,613) 
Hydraulic Production 

 
697,877,989  

 
3.59% 25,085,845  

 
3.37% 23,512,424  (1,573,421) 

 
(660,880) 

Other Production 
 

3,303,331,092  
 

3.28% 108,260,074  
 

3.27% 108,117,844  (142,230) 
 

(59,794) 
Total Production Plant 

 
10,312,126,209    3.54% 365,303,338    3.12% 321,288,993  (44,014,345) 

 
(18,487,286) 

            Transmission Plant 
 

4,450,047,957  
 

1.81% 80,443,837  
 

1.31% 58,378,871  (22,064,966) 
 

(9,267,892) 

            Distribution Plant 
           Oregon-Distribution 
 

1,746,776,176  
 

2.52% 44,018,809  
 

2.52% 44,018,809  0  
 

0  
Washington-Distribution 

 
404,227,933  

 
2.80% 11,317,350  

 
2.80% 11,317,350  0  

 
0  

Wyoming-Distribution 
 

593,075,081  
 

2.75% 16,281,391  
 

2.75% 16,281,391  0  
 

0  
California-Distribution 

 
225,035,481  

 
2.66% 5,984,235  

 
2.66% 5,984,235  0  

 
0  

Utah-Distribution 
 

2,388,444,688  
 

2.44% 58,339,442  
 

1.53% 36,560,744  (21,778,698) 
 

(21,778,698) 
Idaho-Distribution 

 
282,034,463  

 
2.25% 6,352,051  

 
2.25% 6,352,051  0  

 
0  

Total Distribution Plant 
 

5,639,593,821  
 

2.52% 142,293,278  
 

2.14% 120,514,580  (21,778,698) 
 

(21,778,698) 

            General Plant 
           Oregon-General 
 

134,886,355  
 

3.83% 5,163,783  
 

3.83% 5,163,783  0  
 

0  
Washington-General 

 
27,282,077  

 
4.21% 1,148,837  

 
4.21% 1,148,837  0  

 
0  

Wyoming-General 
 

56,396,614  
 

5.19% 2,927,994  
 

5.19% 2,927,994  0  
 

0  
California-General 

 
10,157,894  

 
3.92% 398,576  

 
3.92% 398,576  0  

 
0  

Utah-General 
 

194,647,202  
 

4.14% 8,055,344  
 

4.17% 8,107,331  51,987  
 

42,045  
Idaho-General 

 
27,706,981  

 
4.01% 1,109,909  

 
4.01% 1,109,909  0  

 
0  

AZ, CO, MT, ETC.-General 
 

3,715,888  
 

2.28% 84,616  
 

2.28% 84,616  0  
 

0  
Total General Plant 

 
454,793,011  

 
4.15% 18,889,059  

 
4.16% 18,941,046  51,987  

 
42,045  

            Utah Mining 
 

235,124,849  
 

6.24% 14,665,519  
 

5.87% 13,791,160  (874,359) 
 

(367,874) 

            Total Electric Plant 
 

21,091,685,847    2.95% 621,595,031    2.53% 532,914,650  (88,680,381) 
 

(49,859,704) 
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Q. Please provide the approximate impacts of each of issues that are different between 109 

the depreciation rates that RPM proposes and the depreciation rates that the DPU 110 

proposes. 111 

A. The approximate impacts of each of the issues that are different between the depreciation 112 

rates that RPM proposes and the depreciation rates that the DPU proposes are shown on 113 

the following table and on DPU Exhibit 2.20 DIR.4  114 

Table 2: 115 
Impact of DPU Recommended Adjustments to RMP Filed Depreciation Expense 

 Amounts in Millions 
 

         

Line Description of Adjustment   

Annual 
Depreciation 
Expense on a 

"Total 
Company" 

Basis 

Difference 
from Prior 
Line on a 

"Total 
Company" 

Basis   

Utah 
Allocated 
Annual 

Depreciation 
Expense 

Utah 
Allocated 
Difference 
from Prior 

Line 
 

         Spanos "Appendix" (Projected Depreciation Rates Calculated on Projected 12/31/13 Data) 
   1. RMP Filed Projected Depreciation Rates 

based on Projected 12/31/13 Investment 
and Projected 12/31/13 Reserve Amounts 

 
$743.3  

  
$311.1  

    
       2. Depreciation Expense based on RMP 

Projected 12/31/13 Investment and using 
RMP Proposed 2011-Based Depreciation 
Rates 

 
$667.7  ($75.6) 

 
$279.2  ($31.9) 

         
  

  
  Actual 12/31/11 Data 

  
          

3. Depreciation Expense based on RMP 

 
$621.6  ($46.1) (1) $259.5  ($19.7) (1) 

  12/31/11 Investment and using RMP 
Proposed 2011-Based Depreciation Rates 

                                                        
4 Two comments need to be made: (1) These numbers should only be used to understand the magnitude of the 
various issues. For example, various adjustments interact, so if some adjustments were removed, the values shown 
for the remaining adjustments might be affected by those removals. (2) Below line 2 on table 2, the dollar amounts 
are based on the known plant investments as of 12/31/2011. Of course, in the future the depreciation rates as 
calculated are applied to the then-current Plant in Service amounts to calculate the then-current depreciation 
expense. As the Plant in Service amounts increase over time, the depreciation expense also increases. For example if 
at some time after 12/31/2011 the plant investment in an account is 10% higher than the investment in that account 
had been at 12/31/2011, then at that time the depreciation expense for that account (calculated using the same 
depreciation rate) would be also be 10% higher than the depreciation expense had been at the 12/31/2011 plant level. 
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       4. Gadsby Steam Production Plant Final 

Retirement Year of 2033 
 

$621.1  ($0.5) 
 

$259.3  ($0.2) 
   

       5. Craig Production Plant Final Retirement 
Year of 2033 

 
$620.3  ($0.8) 

 
$259.0  ($0.3) 

   
       6. James River Co-Gen Plant Final 

Retirement Year of 2026 
 

$619.2  ($1.1) 
 

$258.5  ($0.5) 
   

       7. Use $40/kW for Carbon Production Plant 
Terminal Net Salvage 

 
$604.0  ($15.2) 

 
$252.1  ($6.4) 

   
       8. Change Final Retirement Year of Some 

Hydro Production Plants 
 

$602.8  ($1.2) 
 

$251.6  ($0.5) 
   

       9. Do Not Use Life Span on Some Mining 
Equipment Accounts 

 
$600.5  ($2.3) 

 
$250.7  ($0.9) 

   
       10. Change Average Service Life of Some 

Transmission Accounts 
 

$599.5  ($1.0) 
 

$250.2  ($0.5) 
   

       11. Change Average Service Life of Some 
Utah Distribution Accounts 

 
$597.4  ($2.1) 

 
$248.1  ($2.1) 

   
       12. Present-Value Inflated Future Cost of 

Removal for Transmission and Utah 
Distribution Plant 

 
$579.7  ($17.7) 

 
$235.5  ($12.6) 

   
       13. Reserve Variance Amortized over 5-Years 

for Steam Production Plant, 7-Years for 
Hydraulic Production Plant, and 15-Years 
for All Other Accounts based on pages 15, 
17-18 of 9/19/12 Order Adopting 
Stipulation in Docket No. 11-035-200 (2) 

 
$532.9  ($46.8) 

 
$209.7  ($25.8) 

   
       14. Total Difference from Company Filed 

Using Actual 12/31/2011 Data and 2011-
Based Depreciation Rates. 

 
  ($88.7)     ($49.8) 

 
 

(Sum of the Differences from lines 4-13) 
       

         Notes: 
       

(1) Much of this difference is caused by a different investment period which will not be a difference in a future rate case, since the depreciation rates would 
be applied to the current investment in the that future rate case. After line 2, the dollar amounts are based on the known plant investments as of 12/31/2011. 

 
         (2) For comparison, if a 10-year amortization was used for all reserve variances the total company annual accrual would be $524.7 million, a difference of 
($55.0) million from line 12. 
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III. Amortizing Reserve Deficiencies and Reserve Surpluses 116 

Q. What is a reserve deficiency and what is a reserve surplus? 117 

A. A depreciation reserve deficiency indicates that the amount accumulated in the 118 

depreciation reserve5 is less than it should be, knowing what we know now. This 119 

indicates past depreciation expense charged to ratepayers was less than it should have 120 

been. A reserve deficiency indicates additional funds need to be recovered from 121 

ratepayers. 122 

  A depreciation reserve surplus indicates that the amount accumulated in the depreciation 123 

reserve is more than it should be, knowing what we know now.6 This indicates past 124 

depreciation expense charged to ratepayers was more than it should have been, knowing 125 

what we know now. A reserve surplus indicates a credit should be provided to ratepayers.  126 

Together reserve deficiencies and reserve surpluses are referred to as “reserve variance.” 127 

Q. Over what time period should reserve surpluses be credited to, or reserve 128 

deficiencies be collected from, ratepayers? 129 

A. There is no theoretically correct time period for amortizing reserve variances. This is 130 

similar to a person still owing a doctor after all the insurance is settled (or, on the other 131 

hand, a person having overpaid a doctor). The time period over which this variance has to 132 

be recovered can be a matter of negotiations between the patient and the doctor.  133 

                                                 
5 Account 108, Accumulated Provision for Depreciation (“depreciation reserve”). 
6 The amount that should be in the depreciation reserve is called the “Theoretical Reserve.” 
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For a specific Utah example, in the Questar Gas Company depreciation rates currently in 134 

effect in Utah, the reserve variances were amortized over a 10 year period.7 135 

In addition, the Questar Gas depreciation rates that were in effect in Utah prior to Docket 136 

No. 09-057-16 had also amortized the reserve variances over a 10 year period.8 137 

Q. Do reserve surpluses and reserve deficiencies generally partially offset each other? 138 

A. Yes. Often there will be reserve surpluses in some accounts or plants, but reserve 139 

deficiencies in other accounts or plants. The reserve surpluses and reserve deficiencies 140 

generally at least partially offset each other, provided that the reserve surpluses are 141 

treated the same as the reserve deficiencies. 142 

Q. Are there reserve surpluses at some PacifiCorp Steam Production plants but reserve 143 

deficiencies at other PacifiCorp Steam Production plants? 144 

A. Yes.  In his Depreciation Study,9 PacifiCorp witness Mr. John J. Spanos calculated the 145 

Reserve amount that should be at each of the various plants, including the Carbon Plant.10 146 

                                                 
7 “Report and Order”, Issued June 3, 2010 in Docket No. 09-057-16, page 17, paragraph i of the approved 
Settlement Stipulation. 
8 “Order Approving Rate Reduction Stipulation”, Issued May 26, 2006 in Docket No. 05-057-T01, pages 7-8. 
9 Unless otherwise stated, all references to the “Depreciation Study” or “Study” refer to the portions of Exhibit 
RMP___(JJS_2) which used data as of 12/31/2011. This includes all portions of Exhibit RMP___(JJS_2) except for 
the “Appendix”(the “Appendix” uses projected 12/31/2013 amounts) . Unless otherwise stated, such references are 
not referring to the depreciation calculations using projected 12/31/2013 data in the “Appendix” to that Depreciation 
Study. 
10 The amount that should be in the depreciation reserve is called the “Theoretical Reserve.” Mr. Spanos labeled it as 
the “Calculated Accrual”. For example see page III-873 of Mr. Spanos’ Depreciation Study, Exhibit RMP___(JJS-
2). The relevant pages from the Company Study are included in DPU Exhibit 2.18 DIR. 
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Mr. Spanos’s Depreciation Study shows there was a $61 million deficiency in the Carbon 147 

steam production plant Depreciation Reserve.11  148 

However, Mr. Spanos’s own calculations show there is a total of a $109 million Reserve 149 

surplus at the steam plants other than Carbon.12 PacifiCorp has collected from ratepayers, 150 

and has, a total of a $109 million reserve surplus for the steam plants other than Carbon.13 151 

PacifiCorp’s own Depreciation Study also shows there is no overall Steam Production 152 

Reserve deficiency. There is an overall Steam Production Reserve surplus of over $48 153 

million according to PacifiCorp’s own Depreciation Study.14  154 

                                                 
11 As of 12/31/2011, the Reserve assigned to Carbon on the books is $61 million less than the theoretical reserve. 
Page III-860 of the Company Study shows that the total Allocated Book Reserve for Account 312-Boiler Equipment 
for the Carbon  Steam Production Plant is $36,904,687, but the amount that theoretically should be in the Reserve 
(“Calculated Accrued”) is $71,906,057, a deficiency in the Reserve of $34,971,380 for this one account. When all 
steam production accounts are included, the Carbon deficiency is $61,016,423, according to the Company Study, 
based on the Company allocation of the Steam Reserve and using the Company estimate of the Terminal Retirement 
Costs. The relevant pages from the Company Study are included in DPU Exhibit 2.18 DIR. 
12 The only other steam plant with a significant reserve deficiency is Dave Johnston which had a $24.8 million 
deficiency in the Company study. Dave Johnston had a remaining life of 15 years in the Company Study. Had we 
shown it separately then the Steam Plants other than Carbon and Dave Johnston have a reserve surplus of $133 
million. The relevant pages from the Company Study are included in DPU Exhibit 2.18 DIR. 
13 The Reserve assigned on the books to the steam plants other than Carbon is $109 million more than the theoretical 
reserve for those plants. Page III-869 shows that the “Allocated Book Reserve” for Account 312-Boiler Equipment 
for Jim Bridger is $293,188,983, but the amount that theoretically should be in the Reserve (“Calculated Accrued”) 
is $267,188,983, a surplus in the Reserve of  $25,749,970 for this one account for this one plant. When all steam 
production accounts at all steam production plants, other than Carbon, are included, the surplus is $109,332,803. 
The relevant pages from the Company Study are included in DPU Exhibit 2.18 DIR. 
14 Page III-873 of the Company Study (Exhibit RMP___(JJS-2)) shows that the total Book Reserve for Account 312-
Boiler Equipment for all steam production plants is $1,349,358,618, but the amount that theoretically should be in 
the Reserve is $1,328,796,731, a surplus in the Reserve of $20,561,887 for this one account. When all steam 
production accounts are included, the surplus is $48,316,380. The relevant pages from the Company Study are 
included in DPU Exhibit 2.18 DIR. 
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Q. Can you show how the Steam Production reserve surpluses at other plants more 155 

than offset the Carbon Steam Production reserve deficiency, assuming uniform 156 

treatment of the surpluses and deficiencies? 157 

A. Yes. Assuming a uniform treatment of both reserve surpluses and deficiencies, the larger 158 

$109 million reserve surplus at the other plants more than offset the Carbon $61 million 159 

reserve deficiency. This is shown in the following table using a uniform 10 year 160 

amortization of both reserve surpluses and reserve deficiencies: 161 

Table 3-TOTAL COMPANY 162 

Steam Production15  
Applying a Uniform Amortization Period to the Reserve 
Variances from the Company Study (RMP___(JJS-2)): 

Reserve Variance Reserve 
 

Annual 

 
Surplus Amortization Credit 

 
or Period or 

 
(Deficiency) in Years (Expense) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Steam Plants Other than Carbon $ 109,332,803 10 $  10,933,280 
Carbon Steam Plant  $  (61,016,423) 10 $ (6,101,642) 
Total Steam Production  $   48,316,380 

 
$    4,831,638 

 

The result is an overall net credit to the ratepayers.  Since there is an overall Steam 163 

Production reserve surplus, a net credit to the ratepayers is the proper result. 164 

Q. Are the Steam Production reserve surpluses and reserve deficiencies amortized over 165 

similar time periods in the PacifiCorp Depreciation Study? 166 

A. No. The following table summarizes how the Steam Production reserve variances are 167 

amortized in the PacifiCorp Depreciation Study:  168 

                                                 
15 Total Company amounts. According to PacifiCorp, Utah is allocated approximately 42% of the total company 
steam production amount.  
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Table 4 - TOTAL COMPANY 169 
Steam Production 16 In the Company Depreciation Study (RMP___(JJS-2)): 
Reserve Variance Reserve 

 
Annual 

Using 12-31-2011 data Surplus Amortization Credit 

 
or Period or 

 
(Deficiency) in Years (Expense) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Steam Plants Other than Carbon  $ 109,332,803  22.44  $     4,872,228  
Carbon Steam Plant   $ (61,016,423) 3.3  $ (18,489,825) 
Total Steam Production   $   48,316,380  

 
 $ (13,617,597) 

 

As can be seen in the above Table 4, although there is an overall steam reserve surplus, 170 

PacifiCorp calculates a net additional expense to the ratepayers of over $13 million per 171 

year for the steam reserve variances. Charging ratepayers a net expense for the steam 172 

reserve variance, when the steam reserve variance is a net surplus, is improper.  173 

The reason that the $109 million reserve surplus for the other plants does not more than 174 

offset the $61 million Carbon reserve deficiency, is that the amortization of the Carbon 175 

reserve deficiency is over a much shorter time period than is the amortization of the 176 

reserve surplus. The PacifiCorp Depreciation Study proposes to recover the Carbon 177 

reserve deficiency over the 3.3 year remaining life.17 Recovering this reserve deficiency 178 

over 3.3 years creates a large annual expense, in excess of $18 million per year just 179 

because of the Carbon reserve deficiency.18 However, in the Company Study the reserve 180 

surplus for the other plants is being credited back to the ratepayers over an average of 181 

                                                 
16 Total Company amounts. According to PacifiCorp, Utah is allocated approximately 42% of the total company 
steam production amount.  
17 The 3.3 year Carbon Remaining Life can be seen on page III-4 of the Company Study (Exhibit RMP___(JJS-2)). 
18 The proposed Carbon depreciation accrual also includes items in addition the reserve deficiency amortization. 
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22.44 years, which results in a relatively low annual credit, of less than $5 million per 182 

year.19  183 

Using the average remaining life as the amortization period is a common treatment, in 184 

part because it does not require the parties to specifically select a specific amortization 185 

period. However, in this case it is worth the effort to select the amortization period, 186 

because in this case using the remaining life as the amortization period creates an 187 

inappropriate result. PacifiCorp applies a much shorter amortization period to the steam 188 

reserve deficiency than to the steam reserve surplus. Charging ratepayers a net expense 189 

for the steam reserve variance, when the steam reserve variance is a net surplus, is 190 

improper, but that is incorporated into the PacifiCorp Depreciation Study. 191 

Q.  Is the proper treatment of the reserve variance a major issue? 192 

A.  Yes. When all major relevant categories are included, the net total company reserve 193 

surplus exceeds $300 million in the Depreciation Study as filed by PacifiCorp.20  194 

First of all, as discussed above, major distortions are being created in the PacifiCorp 195 

proposed Steam Production depreciation rates by applying a much shorter amortization 196 

period to  the Carbon reserve deficiency compared to the amortization period applied to 197 

the  Steam reserve surpluses. Correcting these distortions requires an examination of the 198 

reserve variances in the Company Study. 199 
                                                 
19 See pages III-4 to 6 of the Company Study. The largest reserve surplus is at the Jim Bridger Plant, which is being 
credited back to ratepayers over 22.8 years for Account 312. The second largest reserve surplus is in the Hunter 
Plant, and that is being credited back over 26.3 years in account 312 (III-6, Company Study). The weighted average 
remaining life for all the steam plants other than Carbon is 22.44 years, using data from the Company study. The 
referenced pages from the Company Study are included in DPU Exhibit 2.18 DIR. 
20 In reserve variance in the major categories relevant to Utah. These are Total Company reserve variances: 
Production +$42 million; Transmission +$149 million; Utah Distribution +$150 million; Mining +$17 million. 
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Other major categories also have a net reserve surplus. 200 

In the Utah Distribution category, the net of all the surpluses and deficiencies is a net 201 

reserve surplus of over $150 million in the PacifiCorp Depreciation study as filed by the 202 

Company. 100% of the Utah Distribution category is allocated to Utah. 203 

In the Transmission Category there is over a $145 million total company net reserve 204 

surplus in the Depreciation Study as filed by the Company. Approximately 42% of the 205 

Transmission category is allocated to Utah. 206 

Q. What do you recommend on this issue? 207 

A. The treatment of the Steam Production reserve variances in the Company Depreciation 208 

Study should not be accepted.  Data from the Company’s own Depreciation Study show 209 

there is an overall reserve surplus in Steam Production. For an overall Steam Production 210 

reserve surplus, a net credit to the ratepayers is the proper result. Creating a net expense 211 

to the ratepayers as the result of an overall steam reserve surplus is improper, but that is 212 

what is proposed in the Company Study. To correct this improper result, I recommend 213 

that a uniform amortization period be applied to all reserve variances within a functional 214 

plant category.21 The same amortization period that applies to reserve deficiencies should 215 

also apply to reserve surpluses within that same functional plant category. 216 

                                                 
21 These are referred to as the “functional classifications” in the Uniform System of Accounts, 18CFR101. 
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Q. Are you strongly recommending a specific number of years as the amortization 217 

period? 218 

A. No.  There is no theoretically correct specific number of years for the amortization period 219 

for reserve variances. However to be fair to all parties, the amortization period for the 220 

reserve surpluses should be the same as the amortization period for the reserve 221 

deficiencies within that same functional plant category. 222 

Q. Is there existing wording that may impact the selection of amortization periods? 223 

A. Yes. On page 15 in an Order Issued September 19, 2012 in Docket No. 11-035-200 the 224 

Commission states that under the Commission-approved settlement Stipulation:  225 

“Thus, Remaining Carbon Balances will be amortized from the date net 226 
plant balances are transferred to the regulatory asset through 2020.” 227 

On page 17 of that same Order the Commission states that under the settlement 228 

Stipulation:  229 

“In Paragraph 58, the Parties agree the Company should be permitted to 230 
depreciate the Klamath Dam Facilities on an accelerated basis from June 1, 2012, 231 
through December 31, 2022, at rates to fully depreciate the asset by the 232 
end of calendar year 2022.” 233 

On page 15 of that same Order the Commission states that under the settlement 234 

Stipulation:  235 

“In Paragraph 45, the Parties agree the Company should be allowed to recover or 236 
refund the deferred depreciation expense beginning on the effective date of the 237 
2014 GRC, and to amortize the deferred depreciation expense over a period not to 238 
extend beyond June 30, 2031, with no carrying charge. Parties specify that 239 
depreciation relating to the Carbon Plant Decommissioning and the Klamath Dam 240 
facilities, as described in the Stipulation, should not be included in the deferred 241 
depreciation expense 242 
 243 
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Q. What reserve variance amortization periods have you used in the DPU calculations 244 

in this proceeding? 245 

A. I followed the recovery periods indicated in the above referenced Commission-approved 246 

settlement Stipulation. Based on that settlement Stipulation I used a five year 247 

amortization period for the Steam Production reserve variances. I used a seven year 248 

amortization period for the Hydraulic Production reserve variances. I used a fifteen year 249 

amortization period for all other reserve variances. 250 

As previously discussed, if the Carbon reserve deficiency will effectively be amortized 251 

over approximately a five year period then, to be fair to all parties, that same amortization 252 

period should also be used for the other steam reserve variances, specifically including 253 

the steam reserve surpluses. 254 

It is reasonable to use the recovery periods indicated in the above referenced 255 

Commission-approved settlement Stipulation. However in this proceeding if the parties 256 

and/or the Commission decide to alter the recovery periods, I can quickly recalculate the 257 

depreciation rates using any amortization periods agreed to by the parties or ordered. 258 

Q. What does the fact that there is a significant overall reserve surplus indicate? 259 

A. The fact that there is an overall reserve surplus indicates that past depreciation rates were 260 

higher than they should have been based what we know now. By itself this is not 261 

conclusive, but the fact that past depreciation rates created a reserve surplus means that 262 

we should be open to the possibility that properly determined new depreciation rates may 263 

be lower than past depreciation rates.  264 
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Q. In the above Tables 3 and 4 you addressed the Steam Production plant reserve 265 

variances as contained in the Depreciation Study as filed by PacifiCorp. Will you 266 

make other adjustments in this testimony which result in reserve variances that are 267 

different than shown in the Company Study? 268 

A. Yes. Tables 3 and 4 are addressing this issue using the Steam Production plant reserve 269 

variance amounts contained in the PacifiCorp Depreciation Study as filed. Later in this 270 

testimony I will make other adjustments that impact the reserve variances amounts. For 271 

example I will address the lives of certain plants, and make adjustments to the Company 272 

proposed decommissioning cost for the Carbon Plant.   273 

There is an overall reserve surplus in my calculations, but that surplus amount may be 274 

different than the surplus amount in the Company filing. 275 

IV. Calculating Projected Depreciation Rates Using Projected 276 
12/31/2013 Reserve and Plant Amounts 277 

Q. What unusual calculation is contained in Mr. Spanos’s Depreciation Study in this 278 

proceeding? 279 

A. In addition to calculating depreciation rates on the actual data as of 12/31/2011, Mr. 280 

Spanos added an Appendix to his Depreciation Study22 in which he calculated a second 281 

set of depreciation rates (“projected depreciation rates”) using projected Reserve and 282 

projected Plant in Service amounts as of 12/31/2013.  283 

Calculating projected depreciation rates using projected Reserve and projected Plant in 284 

Service amounts is very unusual. 285 
                                                 
22 Exhibit RMP__(JJS-2). 
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Q. Can you demonstrate that calculating projected depreciation rates using projected 286 

Reserve and projected Plant amounts is very unusual? 287 

A. Yes. Other than for PacifiCorp, Mr. Spanos has not calculated projected depreciation 288 

rates using projected Reserve and projected Plant amounts in any of the 13 electric utility 289 

depreciation studies Mr. Spanos filed in the last 16 months, as shown in the Company 290 

response to DPU Data Request 7.8.23 291 

In none of these other cases has Mr. Spanos filed ”projected” depreciation rates, which is 292 

what is presented in the “Appendix” he included in this Depreciation Study for 293 

PacifiCorp in this proceeding. 294 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.2 DIR? 295 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.2 DIR is a copy of the referenced PacifiCorp’s response to DPU Data 296 

Request 7.8.24 297 

Q. What is one difference that results from PacifiCorp calculating projected 298 

depreciation rates using the projected figures? 299 

A.  In calculating the projected depreciation rates PacifiCorp amortized the Carbon plant 300 

reserve deficiency over only 1.3 years. This creates an even greater problem in the 301 

                                                 
23 PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 7.8. 
24 It should be noted the added statement in the response that “However, some of the cases included depreciation 
rates or expense beyond the historic test year outside the study” is not similar to the “Appendix” Mr. Spanos filed in 
this proceeding. The depreciation rate is normally calculated using recent actual Reserve and Plant amounts. That 
same depreciation rate may be used for years. As time passes the depreciation rate stays the same (until the next 
depreciation study is adopted) but that depreciation rate is applied to changing plant amounts. That is not what is 
occurring in the “Appendix” in this filing. The depreciation rate itself changes in the “Appendix” as compared to the 
rates using 12/31/2011 data. For example, for Carbon Account 312 the depreciation rate is 28.65% based on 
12/31/2011 date (page III-4) of the Study, but the Carbon Account 312 depreciation rate is 67.38% in the Appendix 
(calculated using projected Plant in Service and projected Reserve figures). 
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projected depreciation rates in the PacifiCorp Depreciation Study (shown in the 302 

“Appendix”).  303 

It was previously demonstrated that in the portion of the Company Depreciation Study 304 

that used 12/31/2011 data, PacifiCorp was amortizing the reserve deficiency of the 305 

Carbon plant over only 3.3 years, while amortizing the steam reserve surpluses over more 306 

than 20 years.  307 

In the projected depreciation rates PacifiCorp takes this one step further by amortizing 308 

the Carbon plant reserve deficiency over only 1.3 years. This even shorter amortization 309 

period creates an even larger claimed annual depreciation expense for Carbon in the 310 

Company projected depreciation rates. 311 

Q. Since the investment generally increases over time, is it reasonable to expect a 312 

higher depreciation expense in 2013 than in 2011? 313 

A. Yes, and the increase in depreciation expense caused by higher investments over time 314 

will occur under the DPU proposed depreciation rates.25 However, the depreciation 315 

expense increase PacifiCorp is proposing for 2013 over 2011 is much more than is 316 

supported by the projected increase in investments. 317 

                                                 
25 In the future the depreciation rates (including DPU proposed depreciation rates) are applied to the then-current 
Plant in Service amounts to calculate the then-current depreciation expense. As the Plant in Service amounts 
increase over time, the depreciation expense also increases. For example if at some time after 12/31/2011 the plant 
investment in an account is 10% higher than the investment in that account had been at 12/31/2011, then at that time 
the depreciation expense for that account (calculated using the same depreciation rate) would be also be 10% higher 
than the depreciation expense had been at the 12/31/2011 plant level. 
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Q. When the total proposed depreciation expense is examined, how large a difference is 318 

there between the PacifiCorp proposed depreciation expense using the 12/31/2011 319 

actual data compared to using the projected 12/31/2013 numbers? 320 

A. The difference is huge, as shown by the following Table 5:  321 

Table 5-TOTAL COMPANY 322 
 

Total 
Company-

Plant 
Current 

Depreciation Rates26 
Company Proposed 
Depreciation Rates 

Company Proposed 
Annual Increase Over 
Current Depreciation 

Rates 
Data As Of: ($ Millions) % ($ Millions) % ($ Millions) % ($ Millions) 

12/31/2011 $ 21,091 2.57% $ 542 2.92% $ 622 0.35% $ 80 
Projected 12/31/2013 $ 22,923 2.54% $ 582 3.24% $ 743 0.70% $ 161 

 

The Company proposed overall percent depreciation rate is much higher in the projected 323 

depreciation rates (3.24%) than the depreciation rates calculated on the 12/31/2011 data 324 

(2.92%). The Company proposed Total Company dollar increase over current rates is 325 

twice as much on the projected 12/31/13 data ($161 million) than on the 12/31/2011 data 326 

($80 million). However, there is only a relatively small difference in Plant Investment 327 

between these two time periods.  328 

Q. How much of the PacifiCorp claimed increase in depreciation expense in 2013 over 329 

2011 can be explained by the projected increase in investment? 330 

A. Less than 40% of the PacifiCorp proposed depreciation expense increase that results from 331 

going from 2011 data to projected 2013 data can be explained by the projected increase 332 

                                                 
26 The current amounts for 12/31/2011 are approximate since PacifiCorp did not provide the depreciation expense at 
current rates at 12/31/2011 investment levels. 
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in investment.27 The depreciation expense increases the Company is proposing based on 333 

projected 2013 data are much higher than can be explained by just the projected increase 334 

in the investment amounts. 335 

As can be seen in the prior Table 2 item 2, the result of the projected 12/31/2013 336 

investments being higher than the 12/31/2011 investments is an expense impact of $46.1 337 

million. This $46.1 million increase caused by the higher projected investments is less 338 

than 40% of the total $121.7 million28 increase in depreciation expense that PacifiCorp is 339 

claiming as a result of using projected 2013 data as opposed to 2011 data. 340 

However, item 1 on Table 2 shows that use of the projected depreciation rates (calculated 341 

using projected Reserve and projected Plant in Service amounts) adds $75.6 million to 342 

the PacifiCorp proposed annual depreciation expense based on projected 2013 data. 343 

In other words, what the Company proposes based on the projection 2013 information 344 

goes far beyond adjusting just for the higher investment expected at the end of 2013 as 345 

compared to the investments at the end of 2011. 346 

Q. What do you recommend on this issue? 347 

A. The depreciation expense should not be calculated using the projected depreciation rates.  348 

Calculating projected depreciation rates (using projected Reserve and projected Plant 349 

amounts) is seldom done. Other than for PacifiCorp, in none of the last 13 electric utility 350 

                                                 
27 From Table 2, $46.1/($75.6+$46.1) = 0.3788. 
28 $75.6 million + $46.1 million = $121.7 million. 
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depreciation studies Mr. Spanos filed did Mr. Spanos calculate projected depreciation 351 

rates that used projected Reserve and projected Plant amounts.29 352 

As previously discussed, using a shorter amortization period for the reserve deficiency 353 

creates improperly inflated depreciation rates. This problem increases in the projected 354 

depreciation rates, since the amortization period for the Carbon reserve deficiency is only 355 

1.3 years in the projected 12/31/2013 depreciation rate calculations. 356 

In addition, the Appendix is actually an inconsistent mix of some 12/31/2011 data and 357 

some projected 12/31/2013 figures. In the Company Study, the detailed net salvage and 358 

life analysis were all done using the actual 12/31/2011 data and that did not change in the 359 

Appendix. But in the Appendix some other numbers were projected 12/31/2013 amounts. 360 

Of course the projected 12/31/2013 figures are estimates made by a party to this case. 361 

Projected 12/31/2013 figures are less accurate than are the actual known 12/31/2011 data.  362 

As previously discussed, the projected increases in investments between the end of 2011 363 

and the end of 2013 explains less than 40% of the PacifiCorp proposed depreciation 364 

expense increase from the end of 2011 to the end of 2013. 365 

Projected depreciation rates should not be used. Depreciation rates should be calculated 366 

using known amounts (12/31/2011 actual data). Of course, in the future the depreciation 367 

rates so calculated can be applied to the then-current Plant in Service amounts to 368 

calculate the then-current depreciation expense. As the Plant in Service amounts increase 369 

                                                 
29 PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 7.8, attached as DPU Exhibit 2.2 DIR. 
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over time, the depreciation expense also increases. This statement is true for virtually all 370 

depreciation rates, including the DPU proposed depreciation rates. 371 

Unless otherwise stated, the calculations used in this testimony are based on the 372 

12/31/2011 actual data. Items 3-14 of the above Table 2 are using both the Company 373 

proposed and DPU proposed depreciation rates based on the 12/31/2011 data. 374 

V. Retirement Year for the Gadsby Steam Production Plant 375 

Q. Since the Company Depreciation Study was prepared, has there been a change in 376 

the expected final retirement date of the Gadsby Steam Production Plant? 377 

A. Yes. The Company Depreciation Study assumes that the Gadsby Steam Production Plant 378 

will retire in 2022.30 However, the more recent 2013 PacifiCorp Integrated Resource Plan 379 

(IRP) shows the Gadsby Steam Production Plant is now expected to be in service at least 380 

through the end of 2032.  381 

DPU Data Request 7.1 in this proceeding asked:  382 

“in the PacifiCorp 2013 IRP are the Gadsby Steam production  units still 383 
in service at least through 2032?” 384 

The PacifiCorp response was: 385 

“Yes, the Gadsby steam units are assumed to be available through end of 386 
the IRP study period.” 387 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.3 DIR? 388 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.3 DIR is the PacifiCorp response to the DPU Data Request 7.1 discussed 389 

above. 390 

                                                 
30 Page II-30 of Company Study (Exhibit RMP___(JJS-2)). The relevant pages from the Company Study are 
included in DPU Exhibit 2.18 DIR. 
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Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.9 DIR? 391 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.9 DIR contains relevant pages from the 2013 PacifiCorp Integrated 392 

Resource Plan (IRP). 393 

Q. What do you recommend on this issue? 394 

A. I recommend that the final retirement date of 2033 be used for the Gadsby Steam 395 

Production Plant in the depreciation study.  396 

VI. Retirement Year for the Craig Steam Production Plant. 397 

Q. The Company Depreciation Study assumes that the Craig Steam Production Plant 398 

will retire in 2034.31 Has there been a change in the expected final retirement date of 399 

the Craig Steam Production Plant? 400 

A. Yes. In response to DPU Request 6.13, PacifiCorp stated:  401 

“The 2034 date was the retirement date selected by the majority owners in the 402 
previous depreciation study….. The Company has recently become aware 403 
(subsequent to submittal of the 2012 Depreciation proceedings) that the majority 404 
joint owner extended their proposed lives.” 405 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.4 DIR? 406 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.4 DIR is the PacifiCorp response to the DPU Data Request 6.13 discussed 407 

above. 408 

Q. What do you recommend on this issue? 409 

A. The expected final retirement date of the Craig Steam Production Plant has changed. I 410 

recommend this fact be recognized in the depreciation rate calculations. However, I have 411 
                                                 
31 Page II-30 of Company Study, (Exhibit RMP___(JJS-2)). The relevant pages from the Company Study are 
included in DPU Exhibit 2.18 DIR. 
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not gone as far as the majority owner did. The majority owner is now using a life span of 412 

over 70 years.32 I recommend a final retirement year of 2040. This is a life span of 60 413 

years for one unit and 61 years for the other unit. 60 and 61 years are more consistent 414 

with the life spans used for other steam production plants in this case.33 415 

VII. James River Steam Production Final Retirement Year  416 

Q. What is the James River Steam Production unit? 417 

A. The James River Steam Production unit is a co-generator that receives steam from 418 

Georgia Pacific’s Camas paper mill under a current 20-year lease between PacifiCorp and 419 

the paper mill. When this lease expires three basic things can occur:  420 

“1) Georgia Pacific and PacifiCorp may negotiate a new lease or an 421 
extension of the existing lease, 2) if a new lease is not negotiated, then 422 
Georgia Pacific may exercise an option to purchase the steam turbine from 423 
PacifiCorp, or 3) if a new lease is not negotiate and Georgia Pacific does 424 
not exercise its purchase option, then PacifiCorp must dismantle and 425 
remove the steam turbine and associated structures at its own expense.”34 426 

Q. In its Depreciation Study calculations what has PacifiCorp assumed is 100% certain 427 

to happen to James River?  428 

A.  Although the text of the  PacifiCorp Depreciation Study refers to it as a “Probable 429 

Retirement Date”35 the actual depreciation rate calculations use the year 2016 as the final 430 

retirement date for James River with no adjustment for any other possibility.   431 

PacifiCorp’s proposed depreciation rates effectively assume it is 100% certain that what 432 

                                                 
32 RMP response to DPU Data Request 8.1. Craig Unit 1 went in service in 1979. The Majority owner is using a 
2051 final retirement date. Craig 2 went in service in 1980. The Majority owner is using a 2052 final retirement 
date. 
33 See page III-30 of the Company Depreciation Study. 
34 PacifiCorp response to DPU 2.36, attached as DPU Exhibit 2.5 DIR. 
35 See page III-30 of the Company Depreciation Study. 
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will occur is option (3) listed above (no lease renewal, no new lease, no sale, and 433 

therefore PacifiCorp must retire and remove the equipment).  434 

This option (3) results in a higher depreciation rate than either option (1) or option (2). 435 

Under option (1), a new or renewed lease, the life would be longer, which decreases the 436 

depreciation rate. Under option (2), which is a sale, PacifiCorp would receive “salvage” 437 

which lowers the depreciation rate. 438 

Q. According to PacifiCorp has Georgia Pacific made offers? 439 

A.  Yes. In response to DPU Data Request 6.1 (l) PacifiCorp stated: 440 

“The current lease expires December 31, 2015. There are no known 441 
mechanical or electrical issues that would require retirement in 2016. The 442 
lease makes provision for renewal lease; the paper mill has proposed a 443 
number of options in anticipation of the lease termination; however, none 444 
of the proposed options is a renewal of the current lease arrangement. It is 445 
expected the mill would seek a financial arrangement favorable to the mill. 446 
The future disposition of the Camas co-gen plant is unknown at this 447 
time.”36 (Emphasis added) 448 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.5 DIR? 449 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.5 DIR contains the responses to DPU Data Request 2.36 and DPU Data 450 

Request 6.1(l), referenced above. 451 

 Q. What do you recommend on this issue? 452 

A. No one can predict the future. However the statement that “the paper mill has proposed a 453 

number of options in anticipation of the lease termination” indicates that PacifiCorp does 454 

have options available other than retiring and removing the turbine in 2016.  455 

                                                 
36 PacifiCorp response to DPU 6.1, attached as DPU Exhibit 2.5 DIR 
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We do not know if a new 20 year lease (or other period) will be signed, or if the turbine 456 

will be purchased, or removed. But a more balanced approach is to give some weighting 457 

to the other possibilities, as opposed to a 100% weighting to the costliest option. 458 

Conceptually this is essentially a weighted average of the different possibilities. This is 459 

more reasonable than PacifiCorp’s effective assumption of a 100% certainty of the most 460 

costly possibility.   461 

To give some weighting to the other possibilities, I have added an additional 10 years to 462 

the life of the James River investment for purpose of calculating the depreciation rates.37  463 

VIII. Terminal Net Salvage for the Carbon Plant  464 

Q. What Terminal Retirement cost does PacifiCorp include in its Depreciation Study 465 

for the Steam Production plants? 466 

A.  For most Steam production plants, the PacifiCorp Depreciation Study uses a Terminal 467 

Retirement Cost of $40 per Kilowatt capacity. However, for the Carbon Steam 468 

Production Plant PacifiCorp uses a Terminal Retirement Cost of $330 per Kilowatt. This 469 

is an assumed Terminal Retirement Cost for Carbon of $56,800,000.38  470 

                                                 
37 This is the middle of the range of a 0-year additional life and a 20-year additional life. 
38 Page III-582 of the Company Study. The relevant pages from the Company Study are included in DPU Exhibit 
2.18 DIR. 
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Q. Why is there such a large difference between the $40 per Kilowatt cost the Company 471 

uses for most steam plants and the $330 per Kilowatt cost the Company proposed 472 

for the Carbon plant? 473 

A. The main difference is that the Company used an entirely different type of cost study for 474 

the Terminal Retirement Cost of Carbon than the type of cost study that was used for the 475 

other steam plants.   476 

The $40 per Kilowatt cost was based on what it actually cost in the real world for the past 477 

actual decommissioning of previously retired steam production plants. I will call this an 478 

“actual cost” based study.  479 

The $330 per Kilowatt cost was not based on what it has actually cost in the real world 480 

for the past actual decommissioning of previously retired steam production plants. 481 

Instead this study makes detailed assumptions about each step of the decommissioning 482 

process, and then prices out each of those assumptions. I will call the type of study used 483 

to arrive at $330 per Kilowatt cost a “hypothetical” cost study. 484 

Q. Can you demonstrate that the study used to arrive at the $40 per Kilowatt cost was 485 

based on what it actually cost to decommission a previously retired steam 486 

production plant? 487 

A. Yes. This fact is stated in the Direct Testimony of Company witness Mr. Andrews, as 488 

follows:39  489 

“The Company proposes to continue to use current decommissioning costs 490 
of $40 per kilowatt, with the exception of the Carbon plant. This rate is 491 

                                                 
39 Starting on page 12 of Direct testimony of Company Witness Andrews. 
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based on the cost of decommissioning the Company’s Hale Plant in the 492 
1993 to 1995 time period. Based on recent studies, the current estimate of 493 
the complete decommissioning cost for the Carbon plant is $56.8 million, 494 
or $330 per kilowatt.”(Emphasis added).  495 

The $40 per Kilowatt cost is based on what it actually cost to decommission a previously 496 

retired steam production plant.40 The $330 per Kilowatt cost was not. 497 

Q. Can you provide a simple analogy to understand the differences between these two 498 

types of cost studies? 499 

A. Yes. As an analogy, assume that in the near future you will purchase a large ham and 500 

mushroom pizza. You want to estimate what you will be charged in the future for that 501 

pizza. 502 

If you are performing an “actual cost” based study you will first determine what such 503 

pizzas are costing in the real world. You go to a restaurant and the records show that 504 

yesterday that restaurant sold a large ham and mushroom pizza for $13.99. Based on this 505 

and similar actual data from other restaurants, you make an estimate of what the future 506 

pizza will cost.41 This would be an “actual cost” based study. 507 

However in a “hypothetical” cost study you would not examine what pizzas actually cost 508 

in the real world. Instead you would make detailed assumptions about each step of the 509 

creation of the pizza, and then price out each of those assumptions. For example, for the 510 

mushrooms, a “hypothetical” cost study might assume that it would take a worker 511 

walking through the woods an average of one hour per mushroom to find a usable 512 

                                                 
40 In the prior case that established the $40 per KW cost (Docket No. 07-035-13) Hale was not the only prior plant 
mentioned. See pages 23-27 of the Direct Testimony of Jacob Pous in Docket No. 07-035-13. 
41 If appropriate, you might include adjustments to the data you collected.  
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mushroom. It is difficult and time consuming to find a specific type of mushroom in the 513 

woods.42 The “hypothetical” cost study might also assume that the owner of the woods 514 

would have to be compensated for access to the woods. It might also add in the attorneys’ 515 

costs for negotiating access to the woods. With labor rates and the other charges, the cost 516 

could easily be over $100 per mushroom in the hypothetical cost study. If it is assumed 517 

that seven mushrooms are required for one a large ham and mushroom pizza, the cost for 518 

the mushrooms could be $700 in the “hypothetical” cost study for one pizza. When a 519 

similar “hypothetical” analysis is applied to the ham, sauce, dough, assembly and 520 

cooking, the total cost of one large ham and mushroom pizza could be thousands of 521 

dollars, using the “hypothetical” cost study. 522 

Since the hypothetical cost study is based on assumptions, and is not based on what 523 

experience shows the actually costs are in the real world, a hypothetical cost study can 524 

create claimed costs that are far removed from reality, as this analogy demonstrates. 525 

Q. In the “pizza” analogy the “hypothetical” cost study assumed a labor intensive 526 

method of acquiring mushrooms. Does the PacifiCorp study that arrived at the $330 527 

per Kilowatt cost also assume labor intensive methods? 528 

A. Yes. For example the PacifiCorp study assumes a very labor intensive method for 529 

demolishing the stack, boiler and main structure.  530 

                                                 
42 Of course in an “actual cost” study you might find that in the real world the mushrooms are acquired in a less 
labor-intensive manner, such as being raised. But the hypothetical study is based on assumptions, not necessarily 
what actually happens in the real world. 
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In the actual demolition of a power plant the demolition contactor will use the most 531 

efficient methods possible. When the actual demolition is to occur, the financial 532 

incentives are for a demolition contractor to bid the demolition at the lowest possible 533 

price, while meeting all requirements. The lower the demolition contractor’s bid, the 534 

more likely that demolition contractor’s bid will be accepted, everything else equal. As a 535 

result, in the actual demolition of a power plant it is common for the contractor to bring 536 

down the stack and other large structures with explosives or by pulling them over.43 537 

Heavy equipment then finishes much of the clean up.44 538 

However, the PacifiCorp decommissioning study that arrives at the $330 per Kilowatt 539 

cost assumes a very labor intensive top down piece-by-piece method for demolishing the 540 

stack, boiler and main structure. For removing the stacks the PacifiCorp study assumed: 541 

“From the top down, the stacks would be cut into manageable pieces and lowered to the 542 

ground by crane.”45 This is a labor-intensive assumed method. The assumed boiler 543 

removal was also a top down piece-by-piece method: “Portions of the boiler would be cut 544 

out and removed by crane and lowered to grade.”46 This is a labor-intensive assumed 545 

method. The main building was also assumed to be removed top down piece-by-piece: 546 

“Following removal of the boiler, the boiler structure (building) would be removed. The 547 

                                                 
43 This would be after appropriate preparations, including removing asbestos. 
44 See DPU Exhibit 2.6 DIR. 
45 From part (f) of PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 4.2, attached as DPU Exhibit 2.7 DIR.  
46 From part (d) of PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 4.2, attached as DPU Exhibit 2.7 DIR. 
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boiler is top supported from the boiler structure. The boiler structure would be removed 548 

from the top down.”47 This is a labor-intensive assumed method.48 549 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.7 DIR? 550 

A.  DPU Exhibit 2.7 DIR is the PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 4.2, which is the 551 

source of the above quotations showing the removal methods assumed in the PacifiCorp 552 

study. 553 

Q.   What is DPU Exhibit 2.6 DIR? 554 

A.  DPU Exhibit 2.6 DIR is a document that is in the public record in Indiana which 555 

discusses the methods used when a production plant was actually being demolished. In 556 

this actual demolition the stack was brought down by explosives. Also, 557 

 “The low bidder proposes to cut the boiler building steel, pull the 558 
structure over and slice the structure into scrap with hydraulic sheers. This 559 
proposed dismantlement technique would be less costly than the top down 560 
method represented in the Sargent and Lundy estimate.”49 561 

A “hydraulic shear” is a mobile piece of heavy equipment that has a long mechanical 562 

arm, and at the end of that arm can cut through a steel beam using a hydraulic powered 563 

motion similar to a bite. 564 

                                                 
47 From part (e) of PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 4.2, attached as DPU Exhibit 2.7 DIR. 
48 In addition, accepting a “hypothetical” type of study could require the Commission to make judgments about the 
numerous assumptions, since assumptions are the foundation of the “hypothetical” type of study. This is much less 
of a factor in a “real cost” study, because actual recorded decommissioning costs are the foundation of a “real cost” 
study. 
49 Schedule WDA-3 of Mr. Dunkel’s March 30, 2006 Direct Testimony in Indiana Cause No. 42959.  
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Q. Was the actual cost to decommission previously retired steam production plants 565 

shown anywhere in the study that arrives as the $330 per Kilowatt cost? 566 

 A.  No. The documents PacifiCorp provided in support of their proposed $330 per Kilowatt 567 

cost included no data showing what it had actually cost to actually decommission any 568 

prior steam production plants.50  569 

Such past actual data was discussed in arriving at the $40 per Kilowatt terminal net 570 

salvage cost, but such past actual data was not discussed in arriving at the $330 per 571 

Kilowatt cost terminal net salvage cost. 572 

Q. Is the decommissioning estimate that a utility prepares sometimes much higher than 573 

the later actual decommissioning cost? 574 

A. Yes. This is so common that when speaking to investors, an executive from a demolition 575 

contractor that performs the actual demolition of power plants stated: 576 

“There is one project that we’re familiar with that had an $80 million 577 
estimate at the very conceptual stages and their cost of doing that project 578 
is going to be less than 1/3 of that.” 51  579 

To be clear, I have no reason to believe that PacifiCorp is the specific utility being 580 

discussed, but this statement makes it clear that vastly overstated utility decommissioning 581 

cost estimates do exist.  582 

                                                 
50 Company responses that included documents that support the $330 per kilowatt cost Include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, PacifiCorp responses to DPU Data Request 2.23, DPU Data Request 7.9 and DPU Data 
Request 7.10. 
51 Ed Malley, Vice President at TRC Solutions. Speaking July 30, 2012. Page 9 of transcript “Fossil-Fired Plant 
Decommissioning Call; Transcript and Thoughts.” Downloaded 5/22/2013 from 
http://www.trcsolutions.com/ResourceCenter/REPower/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx 

http://www.trcsolutions.com/ResourceCenter/REPower/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx
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Q.  Please provide some of the instances that you are aware of in which the utility 583 

decommissioning estimate was much higher than the later actual decommissioning 584 

cost. 585 

A. There are several: 586 

(1)  I previously discussed the case where “their cost of doing that project is going to 587 

be less than 1/3 of” the utility’s earlier decommissioning cost estimates. 588 

(2)  For the previously discussed Breed Plant in Indiana, the Utility’s dismantling cost 589 

estimate had been $28,663,000.52 When I&M completed the demolition of the Breed 590 

Plant the actual net cost to demolish the Breed plant was of $10,766,584.53 The actual 591 

decommissioning cost was less than 40% of the prior estimate that I&M had provided to 592 

the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission. Breed was a coal-fired steam production 593 

plant. 594 

(3)  The OCS cited to the testimony of Paul R Maguire, P.E. who is part of the 595 

Nevada Staff.54 Mr. Maguire discusses differences between the original Nevada Power 596 

dismantlement estimates for certain production units, compared to later figures which 597 

were based on the actual dismantlement costs of those same production units. Mr. 598 

Maguire states: “Thus, the original B&V decommissioning cost study had been adjusted 599 

                                                 
52 Page 6 of Mr. Bertheau’s Direct testimony on behalf of I&M was filed on December 1, 2005 in Cause No. 42959. 
I&M also presented the similar $28.6 million demolition cost estimate for the Breed plant in a later proceeding, 
Cause No. 43231on page 14,  line 20-22 of the Direct Testimony of I&M witness Henderson filed February 27, 
2007. 
53 Removal Cost was $12,090,704 - Gross Salvage of $1,324,120 = $10,766,584 net demolition cost. Source is I&M 
response to OUCC DR 16-31, which is Attachment WWD-7 of Mr. Dunkel’s April 27, 2012 Direct Testimony in 
Indiana Cause No. 44075. 
54 DPU Data Request 1.1 to the OCS 
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downward by approximately 72%.”  He states the later dismantlement cost figures were 600 

only 28 cents for every dollar of dismantlement costs in the original estimates.55 601 

Q. Does the Public Utilities Depreciation Practices published by the National 602 

Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) state that the past actual 603 

data should be collected and considered? 604 

A. Yes. Public Utilities Depreciation Practices states: 605 

“Knowing what happened yesterday may help one better understand what 606 
is happening today and what may happen tomorrow.”56 607 

Specifically referring to determining future net salvage, the Public Utilities Depreciation 608 

Practices states: 609 

“Normally, the process should start by analyzing past salvage and cost of 610 
removal data and by using the results of this analysis to project future 611 
gross salvage and cost of removal.”57 612 

Q. What do you recommend on this issue? 613 

A. I recommend that the decommissioning cost estimates to be used in this proceeding not 614 

be based on “hypothetical” cost studies. Instead the decommissioning cost estimates 615 

should be based on “actual cost” studies. The decommissioning cost estimates for steam 616 

production used in the current RMP depreciation rates in Utah are $40 per KW based on 617 

past actual decommissioning costs. In fact, the decommissioning cost estimates used for 618 

Carbon in the current PacifiCorp depreciation rates in Utah are $40 per KW based on past 619 

                                                 
55Page 20, Prepared Direct Testimony of Paul R Maguire, P.E on behalf of the Staff of the Public Utilities 
Commission of Nevada, Docket No. 11-06007. 
56 Page 111, Public Utilities Depreciation Practices published by the National Association of Regulatory Utility 
Commissioners (NARUC), August 1996. 
57 Pages 157-158, Public Utilities Depreciation Practices published by the National Association of Regulatory Utility 
Commissioners (NARUC), August 1996. 
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actual costs. I am not aware of any valid reason to convert from relying on “actual cost” 620 

studies to relying on a “hypothetical” cost study for the Carbon decommissioning cost 621 

estimate. In fact in its filing in this case, PacifiCorp is using $40 per KW based on past 622 

actual decommissioning costs for most steam production plants, with Carbon being the 623 

exception. 624 

 I recommend we base the Carbon decommissioning cost estimate on actual costs to 625 

decommission steam production plants. The actual data is the starting point. Appropriate 626 

adjustments could be made. For example, if an actual decommissioning was several years 627 

ago, an adjustment for the lower value of current dollars might be appropriate. 628 

Q.    As previously discussed, Company witness Mr. Andrews stated: 629 

 “The Company proposes to continue to use current decommissioning 630 
costs of $40 per kilowatt, with the exception of the Carbon plant. This 631 
rate is based on the cost of decommissioning the Company’s Hale 632 
Plant in the 1993 to 1995 time period.” 58 633 

 What was the decommissioning cost of the Hale plant? 634 

A. The actual decommissioning cost of the prior PacifiCorp Hale Plant was $27 per KW.59 635 

This was in 1993 to 1995. If we adjust $27 per KW by the CPI-U, that is $42 per KW in 636 

today’s dollars.60 637 

                                                 
58 Starting on page 12 of Direct testimony of Company Witness Andrews. 
59 Calculated from PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 7.6, attached as DPU Exhibit 2.8 DIR. 
60 The annual average 1994 CPI-U is 148.2 and the average annual 2012 CPI-U is 229.594 as published by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics (www.bls.gov/cpi/). $27 in 1994 dollars * 1+((229.594-148.2)/148.2) = $42 in 2012 
dollars. 

http://www.bls.gov/cpi/
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 However this $27 per KW (or $42 per KW in today’s dollars) does not include the 638 

amount PacifiCorp received as the result of the sale of the land. If the sale of the land is 639 

included that would lower the net decommissioning cost. 640 

Like Carbon, the Hale plant was a coal fired plant, that contained asbestos, had a coal 641 

yard and an ash landfill.61  642 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.8 DIR? 643 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.8 DIR is the PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 7.6 regarding the 644 

actual decommissioning costs of the Hale Plant. 645 

Q. What decommissioning cost do you recommend be used for the Steam Production 646 

Plants? 647 

A.    I recommend that the current $40 per Kilowatt decommissioning cost continued to be 648 

used for the Steam Production Plants, including Carbon. This is supported by the actual 649 

decommissioning cost experience. 650 

                                                 
61 PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 7.6(f), attached as DPU Exhibit 2.8 DIR. In addition, (1) the previously 
discussed Breed plant in Indiana was a 400 MW coal powered steam production plant. The $10,766,584 actual 
dismantling cost equals $27 per Kilowatt. This was demolished in the 2006 to 2008 time frame. (Source is I&M 
response to OUCC DR 16-31, which is Attachment WWD-7 of Mr. Dunkel’s April 27, 2012 Direct Testimony in 
Indiana Cause No. 44075). Also (2) it is public information that in 2011 the City Counsel of Austin, Texas awarded 
the contract to demolish the 570 megawatt Austin Energy Holly Street oil-fired steam plant for $11.5 million. The 
Holly Street plant did contain asbestos. This is an actual demolition cost of $20 per KW which includes Asbestos 
removal. There may be other decommissioning costs for the Holly Street Plant. 
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IX. Terminal Retirement Year for Certain Hydroelectric Production Plants 651 

Q. What is the issue addressed in this section? 652 

A. The Company Depreciation Study uses certain retirement dates for various Hydroelectric 653 

Production Plants.62 For example the Company Study uses a 2016 retirement date for 654 

Wallowa Falls.  655 

However, the more recent 2013 PacifiCorp IRP assumes a longer life for some 656 

Hydroelectric Production Plants than was used in the Company Depreciation Study. For 657 

example page 47 of the IRP says Wallowa Falls is currently undergoing FERC 658 

relicensing. In addition page 86 of the IRP states:  659 

“PacifiCorp assumes that the Klamath hydroelectric facilities will be 660 
decommissioned pursuant to the Klamath Hydroelectric Settlement 661 
Agreement in the year 2020 and that the Wallowa Falls project and other 662 
projects to be relicensed in future years will receive new operating 663 
licenses...” (Emphasis Added) 664 

In addition, the PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 7.4(c) confirms that the 2013 665 

PacifiCorp IRP assumes that all of the Hydraulic Production Plants listed on page II-30 of 666 

the PacifiCorp Depreciation Study (Exhibit RMP___(JJS-2)) would be in service at least 667 

through 2032, other than Conduit, Fountain Green and Klamath River-Accelerated, and 668 

Olmstead. 669 

Q.  What is DPU Exhibit 2.9 DIR? 670 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.9 DIR contains key pages from the recent 2013 PacifiCorp IRP, including 671 

the pages referenced above. 672 

                                                 
62 Page II-30 of the Company Study (Exhibit RMP___(JJS-2)). The relevant pages from the Company Study are 
included in DPU Exhibit 2.18 DIR.  
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Q.  What is DPU Exhibit 2.10 DIR? 673 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.10 DIR contains the RMP response to the DPU Data Request 7.4 which 674 

was discussed above. 675 

Q. What is your position on this issue? 676 

A. For certain hydroelectric facilities, the recent IRP indicates that PacifiCorp’s expected 677 

final retirement dates have changed from the retirement dates assumed in the Company 678 

Depreciation Study.  The 2013 IRP indicates that PacifiCorp now expects more units to 679 

be relicensed than had been assumed in the Company Depreciation Study. I have 680 

incorporated these changes into my Study. 63   681 

X. The Depreciation Rates for the Utah Mining Equipment 682 

Q. What is the primary reason that PacifiCorp provides for assuming that the mine 683 

equipment would have a final retirement in 2019? 684 

A.  PacifiCorp states that the primary reason that they expect the Deer Creek mine to close in 685 

2019 is because the economically recoverable coal reserves are expected to be exhausted 686 

by then.64 However, PacifiCorp has additional coal rights, namely the Cottonwood Lease. 687 

In response to DPU Data Request 3.1, PacifiCorp stated “Coal reserves in the 688 

Cottonwood lease tract are not included in Deer Creek’s 2019 life-of-mine plan.”65 689 

Therefore, even if the Deer Creek mine closes in 2019, it is reasonable to expect that 690 

PacifiCorp will continue to use coal mining equipment after 2019. 691 

                                                 
63 As a result, other than Klamath River-Accelerate, Conduit, Olmstead and Fountain Green, I have added 30 years 
to each Hydroelectric Production Plant that shows a retirement year prior to 2021 on page II-30 of the Company 
Depreciation Study. 
64 Lay Direct Testimony page 13, and PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 2.32. 
65 PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 3.1, attached as DPU Exhibit 2.11 DIR. 
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Q. What is the major difference between the way the current Mine depreciation rates 692 

were calculated and the way PacifiCorp proposing to calculate them in this 693 

proceeding? 694 

A.  Both the current rates and the PacifiCorp proposed rates assumed the Deer Creek Mine 695 

will close in 2019. However in the proposed rates PacifiCorp changes what is assumed 696 

will occur in 2019. The current depreciation rates assumed that in 2019 any equipment 697 

that could be driven, or that could reasonably be disassembled and be moved, would 698 

continue to be used after 2019, presumably at PacifiCorp’s new mining location. 699 

However in this case PacifiCorp has changed that to assuming that any equipment that 700 

could be driven, or could be disassembled and moved, ceases service in 2019, even if it 701 

has several years left in its normal life. 702 

For example, for Mine “Heavy Construction Equipment” PacifiCorp assumes a normal 703 

average life span of 20 years (which I am not disputing). However if a piece of Heavy 704 

Construction Equipment  is 5 years old in 2019 when the Deer Creek mine closes, in the 705 

depreciation rates proposed in this proceeding, PacifiCorp assumes that equipment would 706 

be retired in 2019, even though it was only 5 years old and not at the end of its normal 707 

expected 20 year life.  708 

However in the calculation of the currently approved depreciation rates, that piece of 709 

equipment would continue in service wherever PacifiCorp is mining coal after 2019, for 710 

the remainder of its normal life. 711 
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Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.11 DIR? 712 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.11 DIR is the PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 3.1 discussed 713 

above. 714 

Q. What do you recommend on this issue? 715 

A.  I recommend continuing to use the same treatment that was used in the currently 716 

approved depreciation rates. This reasonably assumes that when the Deer Creek Mine 717 

closes in 2019, any equipment that can be driven, or that can reasonably be disassembled 718 

and be moved, will continue to be used after 2019, for the remainder of its normal life.  719 

XI. Transmission Plant Average Service Lives 720 

Q.  What is one Transmission account in which you recommend a different average 721 

Service Life than PacifiCorp proposes? 722 

A. For Account 353-Station Equipment Mr. Spanos recommends a 57 year average Service 723 

Life. I recommend a 59 year average Service Life.  724 

The major problem is Mr. Spanos’s Depreciation Study treated the sale of the Midpoint 725 

substation inconsistently. Mr. Spanos excluded data from his sale from the data used in 726 

the Net Salvage analysis, treating the sale as an abnormal event.66 However Mr. Spanos 727 

included data from this same sale in the data used in the Service Life analysis,67 728 

effectively treating the sale as a normal event.  729 

                                                 
66 PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 7.12(c), attached as DPU Exhibit 2.12 DIR. 
67 PacifiCorp response to DPU Data Request 7.11(d), attached as DPU Exhibit 2.12 DIR. Also, PacifiCorp response 
to OCS 1.71. 
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The data related to this sale was excluded from the analysis in which exclusion results in 730 

a higher depreciation rate (the Net Salvage analysis)68 and the data related to this sale 731 

was included in the analysis in which inclusion results in a higher depreciation rate (the 732 

Service Life analysis).69 733 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.12 DIR? 734 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.12 DIR is the PacifiCorp responses to DPU Data Request 7.11 and DPU 735 

Data Request 7.12 discussing the treatment of the Midpoint substation in Mr. Spanos’s 736 

Depreciation Study. 737 

Q. How did you treat this sale? 738 

A. I treated this sale as an abnormal event in both analyses. I excluded data from his sale 739 

from the data used in the Net Salvage analysis and I excluded data from this sale from the 740 

data used in the Service Life analysis. Because of the resulting difference in the Service 741 

Life data, I recommend a 59 year Service Life.70 742 

 Q. For what other Transmission accounts do you recommend a different average 743 

Service Life than PacifiCorp proposes?  744 

A. I recommend an average Service Life of 25 years R2 for Account 353.7-Supervisory 745 

Equipment and an average Service Life of 65 years R2 for Account 357-Underground 746 

Conduit. These lives are a better fit to the actual PacifiCorp data, and I found no 747 

compelling reason to be as far away from the actual data as PacifiCorp is recommending.  748 

                                                 
68 Excluding the sale proceeds from salvage results in a lower depreciation rate than if they were included. 
69 Including the retirements produced a shorter average life for the account. 
70 I recommend a 59-S0 and Mr. Spanos recommends a 57-S0. 
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In addition, for each of these accounts, the life I recommend is in the range of lives used 749 

for that account by other electric utilities.  750 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.13 DIR? 751 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.13 DIR contains graphs which compare Mr. Spanos’s recommend lives 752 

and my recommended lives to the actual data for each of these accounts.  753 

 For example, below is the graph for Account 353.7-Supervisory Equipment comparing 754 

the actual data to the lives recommended by Mr. Spanos and me.  755 
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XII. Utah Distribution-Lives  756 

Q.  What is a problem in evaluating the Service Lives for the Utah Distribution 757 

accounts? 758 

A. For most of the Utah Distribution accounts, PacifiCorp did not have the detailed data 759 

needed to perform the more accurate Actuarial life analysis. Therefore the analysis 760 

available is the less accurate Simulated Balance life analysis. 761 

Because of these data limitations I focused on the two largest Utah Distribution accounts.  762 

Q. Please discuss the life analysis for the largest Utah Distribution account. 763 

A. The largest Utah Distribution account is Account 367-Underground Conductors and 764 

Devices. Mr. Spanos proposes a 50 year-R2. However, Mr. Spanos’ own workpapers 765 

show that 50 years is not the best R2 fit.  His own workpapers show the best R2 fit is 76 766 

years.71 To be conservative, I will not go to 76 years.72 I recommend a 55 year R-2. In 767 

addition, 55 years is in the range in of lives used by other utilities for this account. 768 

Q. Please discuss the life analysis for the second largest Utah Distribution account. 769 

A. The second largest Utah Distribution account is Account 368-Line Transformers. Mr. 770 

Spanos proposes a 45 year average Service Life with R0.5 dispersion (R0.5 Iowa Curve).  771 

However, Mr. Spanos’ own workpapers show that 45 years is not the best R0.5 fit.  His 772 

                                                 
71 The higher the “conformance Index”, the better the fit (PacifiCorp response to DPU 2.15). The 50 R2 has a 
“conformance Index” of 36.6 (page III-510, Company Depreciation Study (Exhibit RMP___(JJS-2)). The 76 year 
R2 has a “conformance Index” of 462.2 (PacifiCorp response to DPU 2.2 Attachment 16, Account 367 Underground 
Conductors and Devices comparison years 1992-2011). 
72  A 76 year life would have produced a lower depreciation rate than the 55 year life which I recommend. 
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own workpapers show the best R0.5 fit is 51 years.73 I recommend a 50 year R-0.5. In 773 

addition 50 years is in the range in use by other utilities for this account.  774 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.14 DIR? 775 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.14 DIR contains graphs which compare Mr. Spanos recommend lives and 776 

my recommended lives to the actual data for each of these accounts.  777 

For example, below is the graph for Account 368-Line Transformers comparing the 778 

actual data to the lives recommended by Mr. Spanos and me. 779 

                                                 
73 The higher the “conformance Index”, the better the fit (PacifiCorp response to DPU 2.15). The 45 R0.5 has a 
“conformance Index” of 36.2 (page III- 512, Company Depreciation Study (Exhibit RMP___(JJS-2)). The 51 year 
R0.5 has a “conformance Index” of 110.6 (PacifiCorp response to DPU 2.2 Attachment 16, Account 368 Line 
Transformers, comparison years 1992-2011). 
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XIII. PacifiCorp Inflates the Future Net Removal Costs for Future Inflation,     780 
But Fails to Apply a “Present-Value” to the Inflated Future Removal Costs. 781 

Q. What issue will be addressed in this section? 782 

A. For those retirement activities that are virtually certain to actually occur in the future, 74  783 

the FERC Uniform System of Accounts (USOA) requires the future retirement costs to 784 

be increased for future inflation, and also requires that the present-value of those inflated 785 

future retirement costs be used. 786 

                                                 
74 These are the future retirement activities that are “legally” required to occur in the future, as will be discussed. 
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In the Transmission and Distribution accounts the PacifiCorp Depreciation Study uses 787 

future retirement costs that include future inflation, but PacifiCorp did not apply a 788 

present-value to those inflated future retirement costs.  789 

Q. Please demonstrate the treatment that the USOA requires for those retirement 790 

activities that are virtually certain to actually occur in the future.  791 

A.  For those retirement activities that are virtually certain to actually occur in the future,75 792 

the USOA requires that the inflated future cost be adjusted to a present-value.  793 

As FERC stated pertaining to these Asset Retirement Obligations:  794 

“In summary, the new accounting standard requires the present value of 795 
the liability to be recorded for all assets.”76   796 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.15 DIR? 797 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.15 DIR contains the pages from SFAS-143 which shows the calculations 798 

adopted by the USOA for those retirement activities that are virtually certain to actually 799 

occur in the future. 800 

The major steps in the table on page 48 of DPU Exhibit 2.15 DIR can be summarized as 801 

follows: 802 

Table 6: 803 
1. Retirement Cost in Current Dollars: 

 
 $ 283,500  

2. Inflated for 10 years of Future inflation at 4% per year: 
 

 $ 419,637  
3. After Minor Adjustment: 

 
 $ 440,619  

4. Present Value of Line 3: 
 

 $ 194,879  
 

                                                 
75 These are the future retirement activities that are “legally” required to occur in the future, as will be discussed. 
76 Paragraph 8 of FERC Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) issued on October 30, 2002. 
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As can be seen, the retirement cost is inflated for future inflation (goes up from $283,500 804 

to $419,637) but it is also adjusted for present-value (goes down from $440,619 to 805 

$194,879). 806 

In the PacifiCorp Depreciation Study in this proceeding, PacifiCorp has inflated the 807 

future Retirement costs for future inflation (the amount over $400,000 in this illustration), 808 

but PacifiCorp has not adjusted for present-value (applied to this illustration, it would use 809 

the over $400,000 amount, which is not present-valued). 810 

PacifiCorp is using the step that increases the cost (PacifiCorp includes future inflation), 811 

but is excluding the step that would reduce the cost (the present-value adjustment). 812 

Q. Please cite to the FERC Order that incorporated the present-value requirement into 813 

the USOA. 814 

A. On April 9, 2003, FERC issued Order No. 631 which altered the USOA.77  As had 815 

occurred in SFAS 143, FERC Order No. 631 divides future retirement activities into two 816 

major categories: 817 

(1) The future retirement activities which are virtually certain to occur in the future 818 

because these future retirement activities are “legally” required to occur (asset retirement 819 

obligation (legal-ARO)); and  820 

                                                 
77 FERC Order No. 631 was based upon Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 143 in which the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) had adopted the “present value” treatment for “legal” asset 
retirement obligations for financial reporting purposes.  Since the USOA is the standard that applies to this 
proceeding, the financial reporting requirements are only being discussed as a background for the FERC Order No. 
631.  In June 2001 FASB issued Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations, SFAS143. Later also addressed in 
FIN 47, Accounting for Conditional Asset Retirement Obligations. 
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(2) Future retirement activities which are not certain to occur, because there is no “legal” 821 

requirement that they occur (“non-AROs” or “non-legal” AROs). FERC Order No. 631 822 

changed the treatment of a legal ARO which is “a liability resulting from a legal 823 

obligation to retire or decommission a plant asset.”78  824 

The USOA requires that both future inflation be included and required the present 825 

valuing of that inflated future cost for those retirement activities that are virtually certain 826 

to occur in the future. These future retirement activities are virtually certain to occur in 827 

the future because they are “legally” required to occur.79 828 

Q. You stated above the USOA present-value requirement applies only to those 829 

retirement activities that are virtually certain to occur in the future, because those 830 

future retirement activities are “legally” required to occur. For future retirement 831 

costs that are not “legally” required to occur, should PacifiCorp be allowed to 832 

increase the future retirement costs for future inflation, but not adjust those inflated 833 

costs to a present-value? 834 

A.  No. As shown in the prior Table 6 from SFAS No. 143, the present-value adjustment 835 

reduces the cost from $440,619 to $194,879. If we use the present-value cost ($194,879 836 

in this table) for the “legally” required future retirement costs, but use the not present-837 

value inflated cost (over $400,000) for the non-legally required future retirement costs, 838 

                                                 
78 Paragraph 2, FERC Order No. 631. 
79 See FERC Order No. 631 and the FERC Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) issued on October 30, 2002, 
Docket No. RM02-7-000 which led to FERC Order No. 631. The “Present Value” treatment as adopted in SFAS 143 
and FERC Order No. 631 for “legal” AROs also includes “accretion”, which is effectively the change in the present 
value which occurs during the year. Adding accretion results in a higher accrual than would result from the basic 
present value calculation alone. 
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that would charge current ratepayers more for a future cost of retirement that might not 839 

even actually occur in the future (current ratepayers’ share of over $400,000), than the 840 

current ratepayers should be charged for a similar cost of retirement that is virtually 841 

certain to actually occur in the future (current ratepayers’ share of $194,879).  842 

It makes no sense charge current ratepayers more for a future cost of retirement that 843 

might not even actually occur in the future, than the current ratepayers should be charged 844 

for a similar cost of retirement that is virtually certain to actually occur in the future.  845 

In fact in FERC Order No. 631 a major issue pertaining to the not “legally” required 846 

future retirement cost was the concept that there should be no charge to current ratepayers 847 

for a future retirement cost that might not actually occur in the future.  However in Order 848 

No. 631 FERC chose not to address the not “legally” required future retirement costs, 849 

saying they were outside the scope of the Order. In paragraph 37 of FERC Order No. 850 

631, FERC stated: 851 

“The accounting for removal costs that do not qualify as legal retirement 852 
obligations falls outside the scope of this rule. The Commission is aware 853 
that there is an ongoing discussion in the accounting community as to 854 
whether the cost of removal should be considered as a component of 855 
depreciation. However, this issue is beyond the scope of this rule and we 856 
are not convinced that there is a need to fundamentally change accounting 857 
concepts at this time.” 858 

FERC Order No. 631 did not prohibit utilities from charging current ratepayers for future 859 

retirement costs that might not actually occur. However, I am not aware of any valid 860 

argument that can reasonably support charging current ratepayers more for a future cost 861 

of retirement that might not even actually occur in the future (not “legally” required), 862 
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than the current ratepayers should be charged for a similar cost of retirement that is 863 

virtually certain to actually occur in the future (“legally “required); however this is what 864 

PacifiCorp is proposing.  865 

Q. Is the PacifiCorp proposed treatment of net salvage cost-based? 866 

A. No. PacifiCorp is calculating the future net retirement cost in lower-value future dollars, 867 

but is collecting that inflated amount in higher-value current dollars. This is an 868 

overcharge and is not cost-based. 869 

To demonstrate this, assume: 870 

(1)  A new investment goes into service at the start of 2013 that will last 30 years. 871 

(2)  Because the investment will last 30 years, the ratepayers each year are responsible 872 

for 1/30th of the net retirement cost. 873 

(3)  The net retirement cost in today’s dollars is $30,000.  874 

(4)  Because the dollars 30 years from now will only be worth $0.33 compared to 875 

today’s dollars, the same retirement that would cost $30,000 in today’s dollars 876 

will cost $90,000 in the year-2043 dollars.80 877 

Since the net retirement cost in year-2013 dollars is $30,000, and the ratepayers in the 878 

year 2013 will pay using year-2013 dollars, if ratepayers in the year 2013 pay $1,000 in 879 

year-2013 dollars they will have paid their fair 1/30th of the net retirement cost.81 880 

                                                 
80 This is a 3.7% annual inflation. $30,000 *1.037^30 years = $89,225. 
81 $30,000 retirement cost in year-2013 dollars/ 30 = $1,000 in year-2013 dollars. Or if the inflated $90,000 
retirement cost is used, current ratepayers should be charged based on the present-value of that inflated future cost. 
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However this is not what the PacifiCorp treatment does. Applied to this example, the 881 

PacifiCorp treatment would state the retirement cost in year-2043 dollars, which is 882 

$90,000. The PacifiCorp treatment would then charge the year-2013 ratepayers 1/30th of 883 

$90,000, which is $3,000 in year-2043 dollars. However, the $3,000 would be collected 884 

from the year-2013 ratepayers in year-2013 dollars. 885 

This is an overcharge. The $90,000 and the $3,000 1/30th share of it were stated in year-886 

2043 dollars, but the $3,000 is collected from the year-2013 ratepayers in the much more 887 

valuable year-2013 dollars. 888 

To be cost-based, the cost must be determined in the same value of currency that will be 889 

collected from the ratepayer.82 To calculate the cost in dollars that are worth $0.33, but to 890 

collect the number of dollars so calculated in dollars that are worth $1.00, is not cost 891 

based and is an overcharge. 892 

 Q. Does the net salvage treatment used in the PacifiCorp Depreciation Study determine 893 

the future retirement costs in inflated future dollars? 894 

A. Yes. The treatment PacifiCorp uses builds decades of inflation into the Net Salvage 895 

factor. When that factor is applied to newer investments, it produces a Cost of Removal 896 

estimate that has decades of future inflation built into it. 897 

Discussing the treatment PacifiCorp used, a standard depreciation textbook states: 898 

 “One inherent characteristic of the salvage ratio is that the numerator and 899 
denominator are measured in different units; the numerator is measured in 900 

                                                 
82 Or else a conversion must be made or a present-value applied. 
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dollars at the time of retirement, while the denominator is measured in 901 
dollars at the time of installation.” (Emphasis added) 83 902 

When PacifiCorp uses this treatment to estimate the net salvage for a future retirement, 903 

the “time of retirement” is in the future, and that net salvage is “measured in dollars at the 904 

time of retirement,” which is measured in future dollars. 905 

The treatment PacifiCorp uses estimates future salvage by effectively assuming that 906 

future inflation will be equal to past inflation. The historic percents are calculated in a 907 

way that inflates the historic percents for past inflation. When a similar percent is applied 908 

in the current study to estimate future net salvage, the historic inflation that is built into 909 

the historic percent is projected into the future. This calculates the future net salvage in 910 

inflated future dollars.  911 

I discuss how the PacifiCorp proposed treatment includes future inflation in more detail 912 

on DPU Exhibit 2.16 DIR. 913 

Q. What do you recommend pertaining to the issue?84  914 

A. I recommend that the amount that PacifiCorp can charge current ratepayers for expected 915 

future net retirement costs cannot exceed the amount PacifiCorp is allowed to charge 916 

current ratepayers under the treatment the USOA requires for the future retirement 917 

activities that are “legally” required to occur in the future. 918 

                                                 
83 Page 53 of Depreciation Systems by Frank K. Wolf and W. Chester Fitch, 1994, Iowa State University Press. 
84 This recommendation is addressing Transmission and Utah Distribution accounts. No adjustment was calculated 
for Distribution plant in states other than Utah. 
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This does not imply that all of the future expected net retirement costs of PacifiCorp are 919 

“legal” AROs. Instead one reason for this proposal is that I am not aware of any valid 920 

argument that can reasonably support charging current ratepayers more for a future cost 921 

of retirement that might not even actually occur in the future (is not “legally” required), 922 

than the current ratepayers would be charged for a similar cost of retirement that is 923 

virtually certain to actually occur in the future (“legally” required ARO). The second 924 

reason is that calculating the future retirement cost in lower-value future dollars, but 925 

collecting that un-present-valued inflated amount in higher-value current dollars is an 926 

overcharge and is not cost-based, as previously discussed. 927 

Q. What is DPU Exhibit 2.17 DIR? 928 

A. DPU Exhibit 2.17 DIR is the net salvage calculation for Account 356-Overhead 929 

Conductors and Devices using the calculation required by the USOA for those retirement 930 

activities that are virtually certain to actually occur in the future.85  931 

I started with inflated future net salvage estimates proposed in the PacifiCorp 932 

Depreciation Study. After a review, I accepted these inflated future net salvage estimates 933 

as an appropriate input to the Present-Value calculation. I then applied the calculations as 934 

shown on DPU Exhibit 2.15 DIR, which are the calculations included in the USOA for 935 

the Asset Retirement Obligations. As required by this calculation, I establish a present-936 

                                                 
85 These are the future retirement activities that are “legally” required to occur in the future, as has been discussed. 
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value for the inflated future cost. The expense was calculated as shown on that DPU 937 

Exhibit 2.15 DIR document.86  938 

For Account 356-Overhead Conductors and Devices, the resulting effective present-value 939 

Future Net Salvage of -13%87 is lower than the PacifiCorp proposed -30% Future Net 940 

Salvage which is inflated and not adjusted by applying the present-value. I have applied 941 

this result, and results determined in a similar manner for other accounts, in my 942 

recommended depreciation rates shown on DPU Exhibit 2.1 DIR. 943 

XIV. Conclusion 944 

Q. What are DPU Exhibit 2.1 DIR and DPU Exhibit 2.19 DIR? 945 

A DPU Exhibit 2.1 DIR is a summary of the DPU recommended depreciation rates and 946 

annual accrual amounts compared to the RMP proposal. The Utah allocated amounts are 947 

also shown. 948 

DPU Exhibit 2.19 DIR contains the more detailed calculations that result in the rates and 949 

amounts shown on DPU Exhibit 2.1 DIR. 950 

Q. What do you recommend? 951 

A.  I recommend that the DPU depreciation rates shown on DPU Exhibit 2.19 DIR and 952 

summarized on DPU Exhibit 2.1 DIR be adopted for the reason stated in this testimony.  953 

                                                 
86 This includes both the “Depreciation Expense” and the “Accretion Expense.” The impact of dispersion is included 
in the present value calculation shown on DPU Exhibit 2.17 DIR. 
87 DPU Exhibit 2.19 page 64, Parameter Report, Account 356, Column (Q) Effective Future Net Salvage After 
Present-Value. 
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Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 954 

A. Yes. 955 
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